The purpose of this paper is to introduce some basic notation for quadratic differential forms and to provide a new result regarding the existence of a nonnegative storage function.
Introduction
In the behavioral approach to linear systems [l] it is customary to view a system as described by a high-order differential equation (for example as a kernel or as an image representation). This leads to an interesting interplay between polynomial matrices and linear dynamical systems. In control problems quadratic functionals are often also involved (witness LQ-and If,-control). Extending the behavioral point of view in this direction leads to the study of quadratic differential forms. These have been introduced earlier in the context of Lyapunov functions in [2] and for LQ-problems in [3] . The purpose of the present paper is to initiate a systematic study of quadratic differential forms. As a sequel to this note we will study If,-problems in [4].
Quadratic differential forms.
Let 4 E W"! ""' [C,q] i.e., 4 is a nl x n z real polynomial matrix in the indeterminates C and q. Explicitely, The sum in (2.1) is a finite one and ranges over the nonnegative integers, and qikt E l?"' ""'. Such a 4 induces a bilinear diflerential form, L+ : c-(a,w"') x c-(R,lR"') + C"(R,R). Finally, we are also interested in the half line version of (2.10). Thus we will call Q+ half-line nonnegative (denoted
The study of quadratic functions in the context of linear systems is a basic tool in the state space framework, as, for instance, in Lyapunov theory, LQ-control, H,-control. However, the positivity questions introduced in section 2 occured earlier in the context of electrical circuits, in particular in the theory of positive real functions. It turns out that the results of section 5 are new even in this case. is an observable image representation of the (unique) controllable I/O-system with transfer function G. In (3.1), U denotes the input, y the output, and the (free) latent (driving) variable.
Now consider (3.1) with the supply rate
In electrical networks with U the port voltages and y the port currents, s will be the power (into the network when U and y are chosen with the appropriate sign convention). This supply rate (3.2) can be associated with the quadratic differential form
The associated two-variable polynomial matrix is thus These conditions are moreover necessary and sufficient for the existence of a concrete realization of the transfer function G ( s ) as the driving point impedance of a linear electrical circuit containing positive R, L, C's, transformers and gyrators. Many other equivalent conditions for positive realness are known. We will not enter into them. In section 5 we will obtain a (to the best of our knowledge) new equivalent condition for positive realness.
4 Results. This result can be refined in an important direction. When a ( 4 ) ( i w ) 2 0 for all w E W, then
Q+(w)dt 2 0 for all
w E V q which shows that w = 0 is a minimum (over V q ) of this integral expression. We are also interested (with Hwapplications in mind) in the case that w = 0 is a saddle. 
Consider the equations
Assume now that detd(-iw, iw) # 0 for all w E W. Then a(q5)(iw) has constant signature, as a function of w , say, ( n + , n -) with n+ the number of positive and n-the number of negative eigenvalues of cj (-aw, iw) . Now consider the following generalization of (5.1)
with C given by, with Tkf the nk x nt matrix formed by the elements 
-IG
The main purpose of this paper is to announce the foliowing results.
